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Foreword

Congratulations on selecting an excellent publication! IBM Lotus Connections: Planning and
Implementing Social Software for Your Enterprise begins by covering the foundational concepts
of social software such as positioning social software vis-à-vis other software approaches in the
market today. It then facilitates effective organizational planning by documenting key organiza-
tional considerations for business adoption and exploitation of the social software.

In my experience in working with clients globally, developing a business adoption plan that
is strongly linked to corporate priorities and imperatives is key to achieving success and to maxi-
mizing the return on investment in the platform. In the planning phase, it is critical to understand
your specific use cases for the software, because (although some use cases will be common
across installations) it is likely that you will have some specialized use cases tied to your business
processes and/or industry. To help guide you through this planning process, the authors of this
book highlight key considerations that will accelerate or impede adoption of a new software plat-
form. Another critical consideration for the adoption of social software is organizational culture.
The book explores this subject through a discussion of enablers, behaviors, values, and assump-
tions. The questions that the authors include provide a solid planning foundation for your organi-
zation. I have found this to be an important (but often overlooked) phase by clients.

After providing the planning foundation, the authors provide details on the Lotus Connec-
tions software itself. Lotus Connections is the first social software product to market that is
designed specifically for the enterprise. IBM Lotus shipped the initial Lotus Connections product
in 2007. Since its inception, Lotus Connections has won numerous awards and has earned the dis-
tinction of being the fastest-growing new software product introduced by IBM Lotus.

Lotus Connections provides a set of core services: Profiles, Communities, Blogs, social
bookmarks (Dogear), and Activities. Additionally, a user-customizable home page is provided so



that users can tailor the social software environment for their specific use. Each of the Lotus Con-
nections services has been developed for businesses. For example, the Profiles service provides
rich profiles with social context that makes expertise location much simpler. You can view an
employee’s background, status, published files, tags, and colleagues. Additionally, you can post
updates and comments. A key benefit to the rich social profiles is that they facilitate stronger net-
works, thus enabling your employees to tap into expertise across your firm. This is no longer a
“nice to have” feature but a core requirement for the majority of businesses today; in 2007, 83%
of IT executives considered their company to be a virtual workplace—up from 57% in 2006.
Moreover, the number of virtual workers has increased by 800% in the first part of this decade.

The Communities service allows users to create, find, join, and work with groups of people
who share a common interest, responsibility, or area of expertise. Blogs facilitate the use of a
weblog to present ideas and get feedback from others. Common uses of blogs are executive com-
munications and blogging by subject matter experts for consumption by the masses. Dogear pro-
vides the capabilities to save, organize, and share bookmarks. You can discover bookmarks that
have been qualified by others with similar interests and expertise. I personally use this feature
regularly in my work. I have also “watchlisted” individuals whom I view as experts. By review-
ing what they bookmark, I can more effectively stay current on the IT industry. Their bookmarks
effectively allow me to focus on those articles on the Internet that are most relevant to me, thus
filtering out the noise in the market. Lastly, the Activities feature allows you to organize your
work, plan your next steps, and easily tap into your expanding professional network to help exe-
cute your everyday deliverables faster. A benefit here is that today’s work involves dynamic
processes that are being delivered by dispersed groups of people. This work involves email, IM
chats, forms, team discussions, documents, presentations, spreadsheets, files, and so on. The
Activities feature facilitates this new way of working across the firm by structuring these ad hoc
activities and providing a way to harvest best-practice templates for the future.

Inside IBM, Lotus Connections provides a core set of collaboration capabilities that
bridges people and information. IBM has more than 320,000 employees across 165 countries and
several divisions, including Systems and Technology Group, Software Group, Sales and Distri-
bution, Global Business Services, Global Technology Services, and more. IBM’s employees are
highly mobile and increasingly global as we continue to expand in the emerging markets. IBM
Lotus Connections has addressed some key challenges inside IBM, including the following:

• How do I find the right people to collaborate with?

• How can we encourage collaboration behavior?

• How can employees leverage knowledge assets or engage experts (since they need
increased awareness of related or repeated work)?

• Given that IBM has made many acquisitions, how can new employees be assimilated
quickly and effectively?

• How can we leverage employees’ knowledge to improve business processes globally?

xx Foreword



IBM introduced Profiles as an online corporate directory of personas, providing more context
than the traditional contact information—skills background, reporting structure, photos, and
audio files. Profiles holds more than 515,000 profiles and serves more than 1.2 million searches
per week. It is also the hub of both user requests and all application authentication. Since so many
IBMers have common interests, Communities was adopted to bring these groups of people
together to share and exchange information, post events, and meet with others of similar interests.
IBM Community Map lists more than 1,800 communities with 147,000 members. Blogs were
introduced as a way for employees to have a voice, share their work experience, discuss the
projects they work on, and find each other. With blogs, the entire organization now has a way to
discuss their work with no organizational boundaries. IBM hosts 52,000 individual weblogs and
400 group weblogs. IBMers use Dogear to have bookmarks centrally located, making manage-
ment of bookmarks much easier. IBM’s Dogear system has more than 580,000 bookmarks, of
which a third are intranet links and less than 3% are private. The Activities feature facilitates
cross-functional teams and the ability to use templates as a way to document and execute best
processes. IBM’s Activities service has more than 50,000 activities with more than 425,000
entries.

I would like to thank the authors for creating this book. I hope that you find the book to be
as informative as I do and that it facilitates a deeper understanding of IBM Lotus Connections
and how it can provide both business and technology benefits to your organization.

Sincerely,
John C. P. Allessio
Vice President, WW Software Services
Lotus Collaboration and WebSphere Portal Software

Foreword xxi
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Lotus Connections is an enterprise social software suite of tools that can be used to address vari-
ous common business challenges, such as finding expertise, sharing information effectively, and
enabling teams to work together. The challenges Lotus Connections helps to solve are not new to
businesses. Over the past several decades, companies have searched for ways to improve collabo-
ration among their workers. Many trends in collaboration tools have been tried and tested. Some
technologies (such as email) have stayed with companies, while other trends have been replaced
or have fizzled out.

Social software brings a new element to the collaborative tools landscape that is not about
the technology or the tools themselves but rather how people use them. Although first emerging
as consumer technologies, public profiles, blogs, and social bookmarks all have a common ele-
ment of sharing from the ground up. This appeals to users who gain value from these tools and
share information they find valuable. While new forms of sharing emerged on the consumer side,
enterprises quickly saw their value and began applying these technologies to everyday work
practices.

Lotus Connections provides social tools to employees and can even create external com-
munities for their customers and partners. It consists of several social tools packaged together in
an integrated suite:

• Profiles is a web-based company directory that displays basic contact information, job
title, divisions, and geographies for every person. In addition, Profiles shows corporate
structure, skills, background information, and photographs and is searchable by any of
these fields.

• Communities are a place where groups of people with similar interests can gather.
When in the community, members can exchange information and ideas.

C H A P T E R 6

Using Lotus
Connections
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• Blogs provide a voice for people to express their ideas and have discussions despite
organizational silos or time zone differences.

• Dogear is a social bookmarking service that allows Internet and intranet pages to be
saved for future reference and shared with the company.

• Activities is aimed at helping individuals and groups organize their work, no matter
which or how many tools they use.

• Home Page is the place that brings all of this information together.

For more information about Lotus Connections features, see Chapter 2, “Introducing Lotus Con-
nections 2.0.”

In this chapter, we’ll examine how a typical user might use Lotus Connections, incorporat-
ing its many components and features into the daily work routine.

A Day in the Life Using Lotus Connections
Heather is a new employee at Renovations Inc. On her first day, she goes to orientation and fills
out the standard new employee forms. She is urged at the end of the orientation session to fill out
her profile on the intranet and get acquainted with the collaboration tools that are available. When
Heather goes to her desk, she opens the intranet site to learn about what she can do with the tools
available.

Searching for Expertise
First, Heather heads into the Profiles section of Lotus Connections. Here, she can search for a
person based on information she might know about them, including name, phone number, or
email address (see Figure 6.1). Or she can search based on a keyword or skill. A profile search
looks at the information available in the About Me, Background, Tag, and even Contact Informa-
tion sections for the right match. She runs a search on people who went to her college and finds
Jasmine. From here, Heather can chat with Jasmine, tag her, add her as a colleague, or view some
of Jasmine’s contributions in her communities, blog, social bookmarks, or activities.

Learning About an Expert Through Content Sharing
Heather wants to learn more about what Jasmine does at Renovations, so she decides to check out
her blog. Here Heather learns that Jasmine is interested in technology and social software.
Heather can view the conversations that people have based on what Jasmine writes about. People
from all over Renovations discuss topics in blogs no matter what department or geography they
are in. Using tags, Heather can navigate around the blogs to learn about the topics people in Ren-
ovations are discussing the most, and even join in the conversation herself (see Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.1 A typical Lotus Connections profile

Figure 6.2 Jasmine’s blog
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Figure 6.3 Social bookmarks being shared in Dogear

Finding Like-Minded Communities
Now that Heather has used some of the social software tools available to her, she wants to join in
the conversations and work with other people. One way she can do this is to find communities of
interest to her. She goes to the Communities area and browses them based on their tags and their
popularity. She can also look for communities based on keywords. In the community, people have
discussions, share bookmarks and feeds, and can collaboratively author wiki pages. One commu-
nity she finds matches her interest in environmental issues, so she simply clicks Join to be added
to the members for that community (see Figure 6.4).

Now Heather decides to check out what Jasmine is sharing in her social bookmarks. Here
people in Renovations can share their bookmarks of interest with others, whether they are from
the Renovations intranet or from the Internet. Heather can view what the most bookmarked sites
are in the popular view or see what the most commonly used tags are in the tag cloud. Since
Heather is a new employee, Dogear is a great tool to help her keep all the intranet resources men-
tioned to her in orientation in order. She adds several bookmarks to Dogear around human
resources, useful links, and benefits information. For those sites that she does not want to share
with the general audience at Renovations, she makes those links private for only her view (see
Figure 6.3).
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Bringing It All Together
One of Heather’s first assignments at Renovations is to help with an environmental impact assess-
ment they are conducting at the company to see where they should be cutting back on waste and
improving energy usage. Heather’s boss added her to an activity in which she and several others
will be working on this assessment. In this activity, all the relevant emails, chats, files, and infor-
mation is stored for the team to use to do their assessment. They use the activity to organize the
information they need and plan the impact report they will all be building. After the report is com-
plete, they can mark the activity complete as well, keeping it in their completed list for future ref-
erence (see Figure 6.5).

Using Your Daily Tools
One of the benefits of Lotus Connections is that it can be used from various tools instead of (or in
addition to) the web interface. Lotus Connections provides a set of plug-ins to environments such
as Lotus Notes, Microsoft Outlook, WebSphere Portal, Microsoft Office, and more so that
Heather can access relevant social data when she needs it from wherever she is. Organizations
like Renovations can create extensions into their own environment using the Lotus Connections
API. For example, they can add Lotus Connections data to their intranet search results or create
plug-ins to custom applications.

Figure 6.4 A Communities home page
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Figure 6.5 Overview of an activity

Using the Profiles Feature
The Profiles feature is a person directory that provides access to information about people, how to
get in contact with them, their background, what they are interested in, and what they work on. It
has powerful enterprise data integration that allows you to pull several sources of enterprise data
into the profile fields. It also provides areas for easy-to-update user-generated content, as well as
allows you to build a social network by inviting people to connect as your colleague in Lotus
Connections.

Searching Profiles
When you enter the Profiles section of Lotus Connections, you are brought to a search page that
allows you to run a search based on a name or keyword. Figure 6.6 shows a sample Profiles search
page. A keyword search looks at the About Me, Background, and Tag information in a profile to
determine a match. If you select advanced search options below the input box, you will also be
able to search on specific attributes of the profile, for example, email address, phone number,
location, and more.

The search results page will show you a snapshot business card of the matching results,
showing their names, positions, locations, phone number, and email address. You will also see a
tab showing communities that matched your search terms (see Figure 6.7). This search shows
related Community results as well, on the Communities tab.
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Figure 6.6 A Profiles search page

Figure 6.7 Profile search results
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Figure 6.8 A Profile business card

Profiles Business Card
Hovering over a name in any Lotus Connections view will cause the pop-up business card to
appear (see Figure 6.8). This business card is used throughout Lotus Connections and can even be
used in external applications, for example, on the Renovation intranet. It provides links to all the
Lotus Connections tools that the individual might be sharing so that you can quickly see the per-
son’s bookmarks, blog, or other information. A snapshot of contact information is provided in the
business card, and with integration with Lotus Sametime, you can also see the person’s online
status and custom status message. Actions are provided in the business card as well, so you can
send this person an email, chat with her if she is online, add her to your colleagues, or even call
her if voice services are enabled with Sametime. You will also see a similar card when hovering
over Community names as well that allows people to quickly learn about a Community and join
it. For example, in the search result page shown in Figure 6.7, related Community results are dis-
played and the business card for each Community appears when you hover over it.

The Profile
Selecting a person will take you to that person’s profile page. The profile presents various infor-
mation about a person, from his contact information to his interests to his colleagues. Starting at
the top of the profile is the person’s photo, his name (also business card enabled), and up to two
icons. The first icon allows you to download a v-card to add to your own address book. The sec-
ond is optional and provides an audio clip of the person saying his name properly. This can be
added by the profile owner in the Edit My Profile section, which also offers instructions on how to
record the audio. Below that first line of information is selected contact information. In Figure
6.9, we see the person’s job title.

Below the first section of the profile is the Contact Information section. This part of the pro-
file is most often connected to back-end data sources that provide the information listed in the
profile. Companies can choose which fields they would like to display, and if the fields they want
to use are not part of the standard defaults, they can add their own custom fields to the profile.
Every field can point to a different back-end source if necessary. Common sources include corpo-
rate LDAP directories and databases, but custom sources can also be used. Companies can deter-
mine which fields they want to populate using a back-end source, and which fields they would
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Figure 6.9 An overview of the profile

like the profile owner to fill in. They can also choose to synchronize the data in either direction,
meaning they can select which employee-generated fields will write to the data source, which
fields are not editable by the employee, and which field values will be determined only by the
back-end source. This synchronization can be run on a schedule as determined by the company.
In the Contact Information section, you will also see the person’s online awareness through inte-
gration with Lotus Sametime and the time in her local time zone.

Below that section are two generally user-generated sections of information: the About Me
and Background sections. The profile owner can choose what she would like to share about herself
in these areas. Typically, current and past projects, biographies, areas of interest, education, and
descriptions of jobs are expressed in these areas. The profile owner can simply edit this informa-
tion using rich text, allowing her to highlight text, embed links, and add images if desired. This
information is used along with tags, discussed later, in profiles keyword searches.

The last section in the middle of the profile is the Recent Posts section. Here is where you
are able to discover a person’s contributions to the other social software provided in Lotus Con-
nections. You can see the Communities he recently updated, the social bookmarks he recently
posted (not including private bookmarks), recent blog entries he has authored, and recent activi-
ties he has contributed to that you have access to see. This gives you a well-rounded view of not
only his self-described interests but also his current areas of focus.
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The columns on the left and right side of the profile contain widgets. These widgets can be
customized depending on your organization’s needs. Starting in the left column, you see the Tags
widget. Tags are keywords used, in this case, to describe a profile. Users can tag themselves,
showing skills or interests they would associate to their own profiles. Organizations can also
enable social tagging, allowing people to tag others. For example, in the screenshot shown in
Figure 6.9, we have tagged Jasmine with keywords such as “design” and “running” so that we can
easily find her again based on the terms we want to associate to her. A common use case is to tag
someone with a keyword that describes the context under which you met, for example, at a con-
ference or customer engagement. You can pivot between a list view and a tag cloud view, both
showing the number of times a tag was used on the person’s profile.

In the right column are several other widgets. The Report to Chain widget shows two levels of
management above the employee, and it provides links to view the full chain all the way to the top
of the organization, as well as a view to see people reporting to the same manager (which is helpful
if you are looking for someone on the same team as that person). Clicking any of those views will
take you to a full page showing the hierarchy. This page is also accessible on the left-hand naviga-
tion of the profile under “Reporting Structure.”

The next widget is the Recent Colleagues widget. This is used to build networks and also to
deliver information from your network to your home page, which is discussed toward the end of
this chapter. This widget shows to whom the person has most recently become connected. To
connect to someone, simply click Invite to My Colleagues when browsing the person’s profile.
This link will show up on any profile you are not connected to under the name and next to the
photo. You will be able to send a custom message with your invitation. To establish a new col-
league, the recipient of your invitation needs to accept the invite. After this is done, the person
will be added as a colleague. You can click See All under the list of recent colleagues to see the
full list of your colleagues, or you can click the Colleagues link on the left of the profile. The full
list will allow you to remove colleagues and will also allow you to view outstanding invitations.
If you have any outstanding invitations, you can accept them or ignore them from that view.

The last widget on the page is the My Links widget. Here you can add any number of web
links that you want to associate to your profile. Certain site icons will appear when you add links.
Frequent links include external social software sites, popular articles or resources, and links to
photos.

Customizing Profiles Using Profile Types and Widgets
Profiles are highly customizable. We already discussed how organizations can customize the
Contact Information section of the profile. Organizations can also create profile types to deter-
mine what contact information and widgets, as well as widget placement, should be used. For
example, a profile type for regular employees might include name, office address, email, report-
ing structure, and other fields. Another profile type for interns can also be created. This type
might remove the reporting widget and replace it with a custom-made intern application widget.
The Contact Information section for an intern type might choose to include College/University
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Figure 6.10 Editing the profile

and Project in addition to or instead of information displayed there for a regular employee. Profile
types can determine where widgets should appear and what fields to hide or show, and even deter-
mine the use of the third-party widgets.

Filling In Information
Keeping the profile up-to-date is simple and fast. Clicking on Edit My Profile will bring you to
the area where you can modify contact information, edit your background, change your photo,
and add a name pronunciation file (see Figure 6.10). On the Contact Information tab, any fields
you are authorized to edit will be editable. On the About Me tab, you can use the rich text editing
tools shown in Figure 6.10 to add or edit your About Me and Background fields. The Photo and
Pronunciation tabs allow you to upload files for those fields. You can edit as much as you want
and simply save your changes.

Using Communities
Communities are an area for people with a common skill or interest to join together and share
information, meet, and discuss. Community subjects can range from an area of focus at work, for
example, sales communities or customer communities, to interest groups, such as the environ-
mental community or the runners community. Typically communities are open and public,
although they can be private or moderated. Communities can often be a gateway to access experts
in an area, pose questions, or organize regular meetings.

Finding and Joining Communities of Interest
One of the first actions you might take in Lotus Connections is finding Communities that you are
interested in joining. Going to the main Communities page is one way to find out what you
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Figure 6.11 A list of all communities

should join. On this page (see Figure 6.11), you can view the names of the communities, their
descriptions, how many members they have, who the last person to update them was and when,
and see the tags used to describe the community.

You can view the most recently updated communities in this view. You can also view the
most popular communities (which typically have the most members and most activity) using the
link on the left-hand side. You can also view the communities alphabetically. Below those links is
a tag cloud that allows you to browse based on the most commonly used tags in communities. In
the figure we can see that Programs is a popular tag. Clicking on a tag will filter the list based on
the keyword selected and even update the tag cloud to show related tags. From this page, you can
also view your own communities in the My Communities tab or use the search in the upper-right
corner to find communities based on a keyword.

After you find a community you are interested in, select that community. In the upper-right
corner of the Communities home page, you can click a button to join the Community. If you are
already a member (see Figure 6.12), you will see a button that says Leave Community. If the
community is totally open, you can join immediately and will appear in the membership list right
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Figure 6.12 The Communities home page

away. If the community is moderated, your request to join will be accepted or denied by the
owner of the community. If the community is completely private, you will not have seen it in the
list to begin with, and only owners can add you to private communities. If you decide that you no
longer want to be part of a community, you can leave by clicking the Leave Community button
that replaced the join button you saw earlier.

Members, Forum, Bookmarks, Feeds, and Mail
When you join a community, you are added to the membership list. The full list is available when
you click the Members link in the left-hand navigation area. In this view, the owner(s) of the com-
munity will appear toward the top, and the rest of the members will appear in alphabetical order.
To post information into the community, you need to be a member.

A discussion forum is included to allow members of the community to post topics and hold
a discussion on that topic area. The most recent topics are shown on the Communities home page,
and clicking on Forum in the left-hand navigation takes you to the full list of topics. Clicking on
any topic shows you the discussion thread or the recent posts view, depending on your prefer-
ence. Discussions can include rich text, embedded images, or links.

Bookmarks can also be added to a community by members. When browsing a page on the
web that you think would be relevant to your community, you can use a browser extension that
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Figure 6.13 A community feed reader

will capture the URL and title for the page, and allow you to add tags and post into a select
community. More about this tool is available in the section “Posting a Bookmark.” You can also
add bookmarks directly from the bookmark page in the community. Simply click Bookmarks in
the left-hand navigation, and you will see an Add Bookmark button in the list. Here you can add
the URL, name, description, and tags. In either bookmarking option, you also have the choice
of adding the bookmark to the important bookmarks section. This area is shown in the right-
hand column of the community as highlighted web resources for quick access.

Another resource you can share in a community is a feed. You can add RSS or Atom feeds
to a community and use the embedded feed reader to view the content of the feed. This is a great
way to allow the community members to share blogs, news, or sources the community can stay
on top of. To add a feed, first go to the feeds section by clicking Feeds in the left-hand navigation
area. Click on the button Add Feed to add the link to the feed, a title, a description, and tags. Then,
to view the content of the feed, click the Show Details link on the feed, and you will see the most
recent entries. You can expand the entries to show the entry content, including images and video
if embedded (see Figure 6.13).

In addition to the feed reader view, the communities produce feeds as well. You can subscribe to
changes in all types of content (forum, bookmarks, membership, and more) and monitor your
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favorite communities in your own feed reader, as each of these community views produces a stan-
dard Atom feed.

You can also send email to an entire community. Simply click the Mail Community button in
the upper-right corner and a form will appear in which you can compose a rich text email to send.
You also have the option of sending the mail from your mail client. All members of the community
will receive an email with the community name in the subject line.

Confluence and Socialtext Wikis
Administrators can enable Confluence and Socialtext wikis to be used with Lotus Connections.
Figure 6.14 shows an example of this. Using the integration with Confluence and Socialtext,
community owners will have the option of creating a related wiki space when creating their
community.

This space allows the community members to collaboratively author content in the wiki and have
that content appear right inside the main Communities page. Members can easily navigate to the
wiki from the community to do their editing.

Figure 6.14 Integration with Confluence wiki
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Figure 6.15 Create a community

Lotus Product Extensions
Communities can also be extended with Lotus Quickr (in the Lotus Connections 2.0.1 release) and
Lotus Sametime Advanced. Lotus Quickr allows community owners to create a related Quickr
team place where members can upload files and collaboratively author in a wiki. Sametime
Advanced gives community members group chat capabilities, allowing them to send Broadcast
Chat to an entire community, ask for expertise in a Skill Tap, and send out a poll in the Poll Cast.
Group chat transcripts can be added into the discussion forum for the community members who
were not online at the time.

Creating a Community and Privacy Options
It is very easy for Lotus Connections users to create a community. From the All Communities
view, you can simply click the Start a Community button, and a form will appear (see Figure
6.15). All that is required is a community name and a privacy level. As the owner, you should
select the community privacy relevant to your needs. The first option offered means anyone can
view the information in the community and can join it. In order to post content, they need to join.
The second option means you will be notified when a new member requests to join, and you will
have the ability to accept or reject them. Anyone with access to a community can view the content
added in these first two options. The third option is a completely private community in which no
one can view the content or the community itself unless a community owner specifically adds
them to the community. Private communities do not appear in the All Communities listing; to see
them you must look at the My Communities list. They are identified as private with a key icon,
and moderated communities are identified with a star icon.
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After you select a privacy option, you can immediately add members to the community.You can add
them in as the role of member or owner from here as well. Typeahead will make it easy for you to
find people based on their name. Next, you can add a rich text description of the community and
upload an image for identifying your community. Finally, you can add tags for the community. If
third-party applications have been enabled by your administrator (for example, a Confluence or
Socialtext wiki or Lotus Quickr), those options will appear as optional tools you can add.

Using Activities
The Lotus Connections Activities feature provides an area where people can collaborate around a
given task or objective in a way that allows them to work freely, reflecting the work they are
doing rather than the tools they are using. Often, tools and structures are provided to help guide
how people work, but those tools and structures can quickly become out-of-date, or they might
not truly reflect the work that group is trying to accomplish. For example, imagine that you are
working with a few colleagues to create a customer service program. There might be formal
guidelines on such programs, but they might not cover all the areas you need to consider. As you
work with your team to identify the issues you need to address, you uncover new aspects of the
program you will need to accommodate. This type of collaborative work often gets accomplished
using many emails with several versions of attachments and CC lists that might not include all
the right people. Rather than trying to organize tasks like these in email, activities integrate with
your email and other everyday tools to provide an area that truly reflects what you are trying to
accomplish.

One of the main benefits of using activities to get your work done is that when you have
completed a task, you can use it over and over again and share it with others to reuse. You can
even create reusable starting points. These are referred to as templates, and you can start a new
activity from a template and modify it as you see fit as you go along in your work. For example,
let’s say in your role you frequently plan client meetings. Perhaps there is a set of tasks that you
do for every meeting: invite the customer, request meeting space, build a presentation, and more.
You can track these different actions in a template and create a new activity for every customer
meeting, bringing into that activity the presentation outline you suggested, the database for meet-
ing space, and a sample invitation for a customer.

Your Current Activities, To-Dos, and Templates
You can see an overview of your current activities, recent posts within them, and to-dos across all
your activities from the Activity Dashboard (see Figure 6.16) The dashboard provides a list of
your most recently updated activities, who updated them, and when they were updated. For each
activity, when you click on the text More, you can view the activity’s description and prioritize it
as high, medium, normal, or tuned out, which removes it from your main dashboard page. You
can also sort this list based on recently updated activities or by the date the activity is due.

On the left of the dashboard are the Start an Activity button and the main filters you can use
to view activities. Completed Activities shows activities you have worked on in the past that were
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Figure 6.16 The Activity Dashboard

marked complete. Tuned Out Activities are those you might have been added to that you no
longer want to see in your main list. Trash contains activities that you have marked for deletion.
Below that section is the prioritized activities section, which allows you to show only your high-
or medium-priority activities. If there are public activities, those will appear here along with
another filter option. Public activities are activities in which the membership list is not limited to
a specific group but rather is open for anyone to participate in. Other filtering options include tags
and people. Since every activity can be tagged, you can use the tags to filter your activity view.
You can also pick a person in the people list and view the activities you have in common.

On the right-hand column of the dashboard, you will see a running list of recent posts to
your activities, links to access them, and the names of people who updated them with the date and
time the update was made.

There is a To Do List tab at the top of the dashboard that shows you a list of the to-dos that
have been assigned to you or created by you across all your activities. They will also show you
the dates the to-do is due, and if it is overdue, the date will appear in red. This snapshot of to-dos
can also be added to your Lotus Notes 8.5 calendar using the Activities calendar overlay so that
you can view when your to-dos are due.
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Figure 6.17 Inside an activity

The last tab available is the Templates tab, which lists all the templates available in your
organization. You can create a new template from this view, mark a template as a favorite, and fil-
ter the template list based on favorites, tags, and people.

Inside an Activity
Inside an activity, you can add information to share with members of the activity. You can either
create a list of information or organize the information into sections. In Figure 6.17, you see the
main content sections of the activity. You can expand or contract each section and add or remove
new sections, if you are an owner of the activity, by clicking the Add Section button. Within the
sections are lists of content that is being shared. Content can be as simple as a title and description
of information or it can be highly complex. You can also add in emails and instant messages to
activities, files, links, or to-dos.

On the left-hand side of an activity, you can see the different views of an activity, including recent
updates, the to-do list, trash, and sections. You can view members and add new members into the
owner, author, or reader view, as shown in Figure 6.18. You can also change the activity from
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Figure 6.18 Adding new members to an activity

private to public access. Finally, you can filter the activity based on tags used to describe content in
the activity.

Adding New Custom Entry Types
By default, when you add a new entry to an activity, you are asked to provide a title, a description,
and tags, and assign a section for the entry. You can add more than the default fields ask for and
even change the names of the fields. You can add a date field, which will allow you to select a date
from a calendar. You can add a person field, which will allow you to select people from the com-
pany directory and show their profile business card when their names are hovered over. You can
also add a plain text field and allow the value to be anything, shown in Figure 6.19 as email. Addi-
tionally, you add in files of any type and bookmarks. If you would like to change the name of a
field, you can simply click on the field and change the name. After you have added a set of fields
that represent the item you are adding to the activity, you can add a rich text description, add tags
to describe the entry, and choose a section for the entry to reside in. The last options allow you to
make the entry private for you only, useful when you are drafting entries, and notify other people
of the entry by email, selecting members of the activity you want to notify. When you click Save,
this will add the new entry type to the activity. At any time, you can edit your entry by clicking the
plus sign next to the entry in the activity view and clicking Edit.

For every entry, you can add comments, to-dos, and more. For entries whose format you
want to reuse, you can save the entry as an entry template, giving the entry type a name and an
icon to associate to it. When you do that, the new entry type is added to the Add Entry button
drop-down list.

Adding Emails, Instant Messages, To-Dos, and Files
You can also add emails, instant messages, and to-dos to an activity. Emails can be added from
Lotus Notes and Microsoft Outlook using plug-ins to the email clients. The Notes plug-in allows
you to drag and drop email into the Activities sidebar, which also gives you full access to your
activities and actions associated to your activities. You can read more about this plug-in from the
last section of this chapter, “Using Lotus Connections from Your Everyday Tools.” In Microsoft
Outlook, you can simply select an email and add that to an activity, selecting the activity you
want to add it to.
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Figure 6.19 Create a custom entry

Lotus Sametime chats can be added to activities as well. With the plug-in for Lotus Same-
time, when you open a chat with someone, you will have additional options to add a chat to
an activity, create a new activity to add the chat to, or find activities you and the person chat-
ting have in common. Broadcast chats using Lotus Sametime Advanced can also be added to
an activity.

You can add to-dos to an activity by clicking the Add To Do Item button next to the Add
Entry button. You can also add to-dos as children of entries by clicking on an entry and adding the
to-do item.

Although you can add files to your activities, through integration with Lotus Quickr, you can
choose to store your files in a Quickr library instead of withinActivities. This integration allows you
to develop your content within an activity and then easily publish the results to a Quickr Library.

Copying, Prioritizing, and Completing Activities
You can prioritize an activity from the dashboard (as shown earlier) or inside the activity. Inside
an activity, you will see two buttons in the upper-right corner of the activity depending on your
access rights (see Figure 6.20). One button allows you to mark an activity complete. This button
appears only if you are the owner of the activity. The other button, titled More Actions, allows
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Figure 6.20 Prioritize activities and take action

you to set the priority on the activity, tune it out, copy the entire activity to a new activity where
you are the owner and can add members, copy the activity as a new template to be shared within
the organization, and edit entry templates. If you are the owner of the activity, you also can add
related activities so that they are quickly accessible from the activity. This will not synchronize
membership, so members of one activity might not have access to another activity.

Working with Activity Templates
As mentioned earlier, you can access your organization’s list of activity templates from your
activity dashboard. Each template can include everything an activity can contain—custom
entries, files, URLs, people, messages, chats, emails, to-dos. When saved as a template, this
information becomes available to whoever wants to borrow from the template. Figure 6.21 is an
example of an activity template.

In Figure 6.21, we see a template for planning a customer briefing. Clicking the button
below the title will start a new activity with this template as the framework. As the owner, you can
add and remove sections and entries in the activity as needed. You can create templates from
scratch or you can create them from an existing activity.

Using Dogear
Dogear is the name of the Lotus Connections social bookmarking service. Social bookmarks
allow you to store and manage all your bookmarks in one location, whether they are Internet or
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Figure 6.21 An activity template

intranet bookmarks. By saving all your bookmarks to Dogear, you have one place to go to view
all your bookmarks, and you can put as many tags on them as you would like to help you more
easily retrieve them later. When you save a bookmark to Dogear, you can choose to make it pub-
lic or private. If you make it public, others can see what bookmarks you find most useful. As a
whole, we can better understand what people within our companies find most useful, sites that are
read most widely, and topic areas that are currently most popular. Since social bookmarks are
used for intranet sites as well, they can also be used to help aide intranet search results, showing
the most frequently bookmarked sites associated to searches in your company.

Posting a Bookmark
You can post a bookmark to Dogear, communities, activities, and even your blog from a website
while browsing. Under the tools section of Lotus Connections (found at the bottom of every
Lotus Connections page), you will see a How to Bookmark link. This link takes you to a page
where you can install the bookmarklet for the browser you use. This bookmarklet lets you add a
button to your browser to simply add the current page to Lotus Connections. When you click the
button, the New Bookmark form (see Figure 6.22) appears.
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Figure 6.22 Posting a bookmark to Lotus Connections

The new bookmark form provides a title and URL for you based on the page you are bookmark-
ing. It might add a description as well if one is available for that page. You can add tags to the
bookmark, and you will see suggested tags and the most used tags from the tags in your organiza-
tion already. You can also choose whether you want the bookmark to be public or private. If you
do not want to add the bookmark to Dogear, simply deselect the Create Dogear Bookmark check
box. You can add the bookmark to communities, activities, and blogs instead of or in addition to
Dogear. The form is customized based on the communities and activities you have access to, as
well as whether you have a blog. If you do have a blog, you can add the URL and a new blog
entry right from the form.

Browsing Bookmarks
You can view the bookmarks most recently added to Dogear in the All Bookmarks view (see
Figure 6.23). Alternatively, you can sort this view by popularity by clicking the Popularity link at
the top of the list. Each bookmark shows who added it, the number of times it has been added to
Dogear, the date it was last added, and the tags that were used to describe it the last time it was
bookmarked. Clicking Show Details will allow you to copy a bookmark to your own, notify other
people of a bookmark they might be interested in, add the bookmark directly to another Lotus
Connections service, or flag the URL as broken. Besides the All Bookmarks view, you can also
view popular bookmarks or just your own bookmarks (including private ones).

On the right-hand side, you will see the most frequently visited bookmarks. On the left, you
will see the tag cloud for Dogear, showing frequent bookmarks as larger and darker in color.As in all
the services, you can use the tag slider to filter down the tag cloud to only the most frequently used
tags. You can also see the most active Dogear users and filter based on their bookmarks. When you
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Figure 6.23 Browse all bookmarks

Figure 6.24 Add a person, a tag, or both to a watchlist

filter based on a tag, person, or combination, you will see related tags and people that are contextual
to the list you are currently viewing. For example, if we were looking at Heather’s bookmarks
tagged with “software,” we would see additional tags and people related to those terms.

Watchlist and Notifications
If you want to follow a particular person or tag, you can add them to your watchlist and receive
notifications when new bookmarks are added. For example, if you like Heather’s bookmarks, you
can watchlist her. If you like only her bookmarks tagged with software, you can add that combi-
nation to your watchlist. If you want to get updates on all bookmarks tagged with software, you
can add that tag to your watchlist. To add a person or tag to your watchlist, filter by the tag cloud
or the person and click “Add to Watchlist” (see Figure 6.24). Now when you go to the My
Updates view, all bookmarks you have watched will appear.
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Figure 6.25 Manage your bookmarks

Also in the Updates view are notifications you have received or sent. For every bookmark
you come across in Dogear, you can send a notification and a custom message to someone who
you think would be interested in that link. All the notifications you have sent and received, while
sent using email, are also stored here so that you can access them later.

Managing Your Bookmarks
From the My Bookmarks list, you can manage your bookmarks. For example, you can select a set
of your bookmarks and add tags, replace tags, or delete the bookmarks. You can take group
actions such as making a set of bookmarks public or private (see Figure 6.25).

You can import bookmarks from your browser as well. To do so, go to your browser; select File,
Export Bookmarks; and specify a filename. You can then import the bookmarks using this option,
choosing all bookmarks or a selection, and adding tags to them. You can also export bookmarks,
specifying public, private, intranet, or Internet bookmarks to export. Finally, you can manage
your tags by searching and replacing tags from here or deleting a specific tag.

Using the Blogs Feature
Blogs allow you to engage in conversations with people no matter what department they are in,
where they are located, or what they work on. It is a great way to get people to discuss topics that
matter to them and engage the community for feedback. You can author a blog independently or
with other people and customize your blog using themes. Blog entries and comments can be rated
to surface the most recommended content (see Figure 6.26).

Browse Blogs
The Browse Blogs home page (shown in Figure 6.26) allows you to view the most recent blog
entries posted and sort them based on date, title, number of recommendations, number of com-
ments, or number of visits. For each entry listed, you will see the author, the date the entry was
posted, the number of comments and visit, and the number of recommendations.

On the left-hand side, you will see filters that show the latest blog entries, all entries in
alphabetical order, and blog entries you have recommended. You will also be able to subscribe to
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Figure 6.26 The Blogs overview page

entries and comments from here, in your favorite feed reader or by adding them directly into a
community feed. You can also navigate the blogs based on tags used to describe the content, fil-
tering the list based on the tag you select.

On the right-hand side, you can view featured blog entries, which are selected based on how
much activity they have through visits, comments, and recommendations.You will also see the lists
of most recommended, most commented, and most visited entries. All of these help you identify
which blog entries you might want to read based on what other people are finding interesting.

Managing a Blog
From the blog home page, you will see buttons that allow you to create a new blog or a new entry.
To create a blog, click the Start a Blog button. You will be asked to provide a title and description
for your blog.

You also can manage other settings for your blog. You can add authors to your blog, change
the theme by selecting from a list of available themes, moderate comments, or add your own cus-
tomizations to your blog.

In addition to managing blog settings, you can also manage blog entries. At any time, you
can edit previously posted blog entries, change tags or text, edit or delete comments, and manage
files you have uploaded for use in the blog.
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Figure 6.27 A blog entry

Creating and Rating Entries and Comments
From the blog home page, you can create a new entry by clicking the New Entry button. You can
create new entries using the rich text editor in blogs, which allows you to add images, add links,
and format text. You can also upload files from your blog such as images or documents to make
those available to readers. To create a comment, simply select an entry and add a comment (see
Figure 6.27). You can also add rich text to your comments.

You can rate blog entries simply by clicking the green plus sign next to the star on the entry in the
entry view. You can also rate comments in the same manner. If you are not logged in or have
already rated an item, the green plus sign will disappear. Hovering over the star will show a list of
who has rated the item.

Under More Actions, you can notify the administrator if the content being shared in the blog
entry is inappropriate. This will allow the administrator to take the proper actions if indeed the con-
tent should be removed.
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Figure 6.28 The Lotus Connections Home Page

Using the Home Page
The Home Page is the area in Lotus Connections that brings together all its components and fea-
tures, allowing you to stay on top of your network, keep abreast of updates to your interest areas, and
search throughout all the services. In the Home Page, information that is specific to you appears,
enabling you to skim over the recent updates to Lotus Connections and preview information.

Home Page Widgets
The Home Page (shown in Figure 6.28) is based on a set of customizable widgets. To add a
widget onto your Home Page, simply drag the widget from the right-hand palette and drop it into
the location you desire. Lotus Connections comes with a default widget for every service, and
additional widgets can be added by administrators to custom applications or popular Internet
widgets and gadgets. Each widget provides an overview of information from the service it is
showing, as well as a few actions. You can remove a widget by clicking the × icon in the upper-
right corner of the widget. Other icons there allow you to refresh the widget, move it, get help, or
modify settings. (For more on widgets, consult Chapter 10, “Plug-ins and Widgets.”)
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The Profiles widget gives you two options for what to display in the widget. You can show your
own profile, which will show your business card and photo. You can also show your colleagues
(as displayed in Figure 6.28), giving you quick access to their most recently updated Lotus Con-
nections information. For example, if you select Heather’s blog updates in Figure 6.28, you will
see a pop-up preview of the blog entry. You can also do quick searches in Profiles on names or
tags from this widget, and the results appear right inside the widget. Clicking the settings (pencil)
icon in this widget will enable you to choose how many colleagues to show by default in your
colleagues view and how many search results to display.

The Communities widget shows you a list of recently updated communities, either from all
public communities or from your list of communities. You can use the drop-down arrow to tog-
gle. If you want to view the recent postings, click on the Feeds, Bookmarks, or Forum links to see
the latest entries. The settings for this widget allow you to select the number of communities you
want to appear in your list.

The Blogs widget shows you the most recent blog entries posted along with the number of
ratings and comments. Clicking on details will show you the blog entry, tags, and rich text. Set-
tings will allow you to select the number of blog entries to show.

The Dogear widget allows you to toggle between most recent bookmarks, your bookmarks,
your watchlist, or the most popular bookmarks, showing the poster and date for each. Details will
show you who else has posted the bookmark. Settings will allow you to select the number of
bookmarks to show.

The Activities widget shows a calendar, highlighting any dates you have to-dos due. If you
click a date, you will see the to-do item appear as a pop-up. You will also see the number of
responses to your postings, new entries in your high-priority activities, and a list of all your activ-
ities, allowing you to navigate to specific activities. The Settings option allows you to select how
many of your activities to display in recent entries, all the way from yesterday to last month, as
well as the number of public activities to show.

Global Search
Global search allows you to search across Lotus Connections, in addition to the individual
searches each application provides. Global search is available from the Home Page in the Search
tab (see Figure 6.29).

With global search, you can search on a keyword and select all or some of the Lotus Con-
nections applications you want to search. The results appear in an aggregated view. You can filter
the list of search results based on the content types that the search yielded (bookmarks, activities,
and so on). You can also view what type of information the results contain, based on the icon
showing whether it is a bookmark, an activity, a community, or something else.

The search results also provide a tag cloud to show related tags from across Lotus Connec-
tions. The tag cloud allows you to filter the list as well, scoping to a finite set of results. In addi-
tion, the most active people are listed, showing you potential experts to whom you can reach out,
based on the information you are looking for.
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Figure 6.29 Global search

Using Lotus Connections from Your Everyday Tools
Although Lotus Connections provides a rich web experience, you can access and use the services
of Lotus Connections from your everyday tools. By providing many access points to Lotus Con-
nections, you can work with social software where you want to and help promote adoption.

Lotus Notes Integration
You can use Lotus Connections within your Lotus Notes email client. With the Activities sidebar
in Lotus Notes 8 and later, you can drag and drop emails directly into an activity (see Figure
6.30). You can view all your activities, add new entries to them, add to-dos, and comment on
entries all from the sidebar. You can prioritize activities as well. A major feature for Notes 8.5 and
higher is that you can take your Activities offline, accessing even the uploaded files offline.

For earlier versions of Lotus Notes, you can install the Lotus Notes toolbar extension. This
allows you to add emails to an activity by highlighting the email and clicking the Add to Activity
button in the toolbar.

You can also add Notes documents and databases to Dogear and look up profiles in Notes
using the toolbar extension.
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Figure 6.30 The Lotus Notes Activities sidebar

Lotus Sametime
Often, critical information gets shared in chats. With the Lotus Connections plug-in for Lotus
Sametime, you can save chats to your activities, enabling others to use the information you have
shared in a chat. When you install the plug-in, you will see an icon at the top of your chats that
will allow you to save your chat to an activity, depicted as a thunderbolt with a plus sign.

Selecting that icon will allow you to add the chat to your existing activities or create a new
activity. When it is added to Lotus Connections, the Sametime chat dialog icon is used to depict
that the entry in the activity was originally a chat (see Figure 6.31).

You can also start and add Broadcast Chats from Lotus Sametime Advanced in Lotus Con-
nections communities. To add a chat, simply click the communities icon in the chat window,
shown as three-person icons with a green plus sign, and select the community you want to save
the chat to. This adds the chat to the discussion forum as a new topic.
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Figure 6.31 Lotus Sametime integration

Microsoft Outlook
You can also access Lotus Connections from Microsoft Outlook (see Figure 6.32). After
installing the plug-in for Outlook, you can select emails and add them to an activity, add them as
an activity to-do, or show the business card for a selected person, provided they are listed in Lotus
Connections.

Microsoft Office and Windows Explorer
A plug-in is available for Microsoft Office that allows you to work with Lotus Connections from
Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint (see Figure 6.33).

After installing the plug-in, you will see a new toolbar in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. In
Word, you will have the option of adding the document you are working on into an activity. You
can also select a list of text in the document and add the list as a series of to-do items in an activ-
ity, in which each line of text would be created as a new to-do. You can also add the document as
a new blog entry or highlight a name to search profiles. If you are in Excel or PowerPoint, you
will not be able to add the document to your blog or create a to-do list.

From Windows Explorer, you can right-click a file and add it to activities.

Feed Readers
Nearly every view of recent posts, updates, and filtered lists in Lotus Connections provides a feed
to that list of information. You can subscribe to Lotus Connections in your favorite feed reader,
showing recent blog posts, bookmarks in your watchlist, activity updates, and more.
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Figure 6.32 Microsoft Outlook integration

Figure 6.33 Microsoft Office integration

Conclusion
Lotus Connections provides a rich set of social software capabilities. From user profiles to pow-
erful communities to sharing bookmarks, feeds, blog entries, and more, Lotus Connections is a
well-rounded set of social and collaboration tools. It is based on the principles of being open,
allowing it to integrate with third-party tools or homegrown applications. Lotus Connections pro-
vides a rich user experience, but it does not limit you to a single experience. With Lotus Connec-
tions, you can access social data when and where you need it.
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management, 211-212
Profiles configuration 

file, 216
scheduler, 212

Home Page administrative
console, 199

Home Page feature, 46
interfaces, 197-198
JMX administrative 

utilities, 201
wsadmin client, 201-203

metrics
accessing, 238
Activities, 236
Blogs feature, 232
Communities, 234
Dogear, 235
Home Page, 235
Profiles, 232

navigation bar, customizing,
239-241

shared services, 25
WAS administrative console,

198-199

web-based administration,
198-201

administrative commands, 222
Activities, 222-226
Communities, 226-229
Dogear, 232
Home Page, 231
Profiles, 230-231

administrative users, designating,
126-127

administrators, 159-160
adoption activity metrics, 

110-111
advocates, implementation

activities, 107-109
Ajax proxies

service enablers, SOA
architecture, 72

shared services, 25
All Authenticated settings (WAS

administrative console), 198
API (application programming

interface), 26, 277-278
Activities API, 295-296

creating activities, 
296-298

creating email items, 
300-302

creating to-do items, 
298-300

Atom Publishing 
Protocol, 278

authentication, 278-279
Blogs API, 282-286
Communities API, 302-303

creating bookmarks, 
303-304

feeds, 304-305
custom programs, 100
Dogear API, 288-289

bookmark creation, 
290-291

Home Page API, 280-282
Lotus Connections, 22
Lotus Connections access,

279-280
Profiles API, 291-294
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REST (Representational State
Transfer) APIs, 277-278

API service-level 
integration, 244

application and service tier 
(Tier 2), 59-61

HA deployment, 63
large-scale deployment, 

63-64
pilot deployment, 61-62
simple deployment, 62-63

application file paths,
identifying, 119-120

application plug-in 
integration, 244

application plug-ins, client
access via, 100

application programming
interface (API). See API
(application programming
interface)

Application Server (WebSphere),
installing, 129

applications
custom applications,

integration, 275
file assets, 140
third-party applications,

integration, 275
architecture

deployment architecture,
defining, 93-94

SOA. See SOA architecture
Tier 1, 64-65
Tier 2

Application and service
tier, 59-64

HA deployment 
topology, 63

large-scale deployment,
63-64

pilot deployment, 61-62
simple deployment, 62-63

Tier 3
back-end data services,

47-58
directories, 48-50
File System, 58

File System, primary
storage, 58

File System, secondary
storage, 58

globally unique
identifiers, 51-54

primary storage, 58
relational databases, 54-55
relational databases, DB2,

55-56
relational databases,

Oracle, 56-57
relational databases, SQL

Server, 57-58
secondary storage, 58
Tivoli Directory

Integrator, 50-51
tiered deployment 

topology, 47
ArchiveService.exportActivities

(java.lang.String directory),
java.util.Vector, 224

ArchiveService.fetchActivities
(java.lang.String directory)
Activities administrative, 225

ArchiveService.fetchActivities
ByMember(java.lang.String
directory), 225

ArchiveService.fetchActivities
ByOwner(java.lang.String
directory), java.util.
Hashtable, 225

ArchiveService.fetchActivities
CreatedByMember(java.lang.
String directory), 225

ArchiveService.importActivities
(java.lang.String directory),
java.util.Vector, 225

assistant identities, Profiles, 145
assumptions, organizational

culture, 14-15, 18
Atom Publishing Protocol, 

API, 278
attribute mapping, Profiles, 142
attributes

Activities configuration file,
editable attributes, 210-211

Blogs configuration file,
editable attributes, 221-222

Communities configuration
file, editable attributes, 
213-214

connectionsConfig.py file,
editable attributes, 206-209

Dogear configuration file,
editable attributes, 219-221

Home Page configuration file,
editable attributes, 218-219

LDAP, 139-140
Profiles configuration file,

editable attributes, 216
authentication, 123

API, 278-279
service enablers, SOA

architecture, 69
awareness

hCards, 70-72
integration with other

applications, 101
awareness campaigns, 90
awareness mechanisms, 15

B
back-end data services (Tier 3)

directories, 47-50
File System, 58
globally unique identifiers,

51-54
relational databases, 54-55

DB2, 55-56
Oracle, 56-57
SQL Server, 57-58

Tivoli Directory Integrator,
50-51

Background fields, Profiles, 30
Background section 

(Profiles), 171
base product installation, 

128-132
basic clustered deployment, 98
behaviors

culture change, 115
organizational culture, 13, 17
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blog entries, Blogs API
accessing, 282-283
creating, 283-286
deleting, 286
editing, 286

Blogs administrative 
console, 201

Blogs administrators, 
defining, 159

Blogs feature, 35-36, 164, 188
administration, 38-39

metrics, 232
API, 282-286
blogs, 188-190

creating, 36
browsing, 188-189
comments, 190
configuration files, 203

modifying common
properties, 221-222

creating with Blogs 
feature, 36

entries, 190
experts, 164-166
external features, 23
feeds, 37
file uploads, 37
flagging content, 37
home page, 38
implementation, advocate and

SME activities, 109
managing, 189
notifications, 37
optional elements, 284-285
pilot phase (deployment), 86
posting, 36
recommendations, 36
required elements, 284
rich text editing, 37
searching blogs, 37
tags, 36
themes, 37

blogs.enabled attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 206

blogs.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 206

blogs.ssl.enabled attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 206

blogs.ssl.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 206

Blogs widget, 45, 192
bookmarking services,

integration planning, 100
bookmarklets, service enablers

(SOA architecture), 73
bookmarks, 184

Activities, 34
browsing, 186-187
Communities, 40, 175
creating

Communities API, 
303-304

Dogear API, 290-291
Dogear, 42

adding to, 166
managing, 188
notifications, 187-188
posting, 185-186
watchlists, 187-188

Boolean expressions, 
Profiles, 143

browsing
blogs, 188-189
bookmarks, 186-187

business cards
integration planning, 100
Profiles, 30-31, 170

business environment,
importance of internal social
networking, 6-8

business value, 6

C
cache, managing Profiles, 

230-231
calendar (Activities), 180
capabilities

business value, 6
defining personal categories

for content classification, 10

expertise, finding and sharing,
9

capturing WebSphere ports, 155
chats, adding activities, 183
checking in/out configuration

files, 203-205
checking out, profiles-

config.xml, 315-316
client access, 100
client platforms, 27-28
Cluster Installation Wizard,

features, 160-161
clustering, features, 160-162
clusterScheduler.enabled

attribute (Activities
configuration file), 210

collaboration, social networking
and, 2

colleagues, Profiles, 30
command-line administrative

interfaces, JMX administrative
utilities, 201

wsadmin client, 201-203
command-line interfaces, 197
commands, administrative

commands, 222
Activities, 222-226
Communities, 226-229
Dogear, 232
Home Page, 231
Profiles, 230-231

comments
Activities, 34
blogs, creating, 190
posting, with Blogs 

feature, 36
CommForumTopicService.delete

Topics(Vector topics)
Communities
administrative, 229

CommForumTopicService.fetch
Topics(HashMap community)
Communities, 229

CommForumTopicService.fetch
TopicsCreatedByMember
(String email, HashMap
community), 229
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common properties, 
modifying configuration files,
205-206, 209

common service enablers, SOA
architecture, 68

active content filter, 72
Ajax proxies, 72
authentication, 69
bookmarklets, 73
notification, 70
person cards and hCards, 

70-72
rebranding Lotus

Connections, 73-75
searches, 69-70
secure communication, 68

communication, secure
communication, 68

communications, planning, 
89-91

communications campaigns, 90
communications media, 91
Communities, 39, 163, 173

administration, metrics, 234
administrative commands,

226-229
API, 302-305
bookmarks, 175
communities

bookmarks, 175
creating, 178-179
discussion forums, 175
email, 177
feeds, 176
finding, 173-175
joining, 173-175
privacy options, 178-179

configuration file
modifying common

properties, 213-214
trusted feeds, 214-216

configuration files, 203
Confluence wikis, 177
content, 40
creating, 178-179
discussion forums, 175

topic management, 229
email, sending to, 177

extending, 178
external features, 23
feeds, 176
fetching, 228-229
finding, 173-175
implementation, advocate and

SME activities, 108
inappropriate content,

removing, 226-227, 230
integrating, 41
joining, 173-175
members, managing, 227-228
Members link, 175
participating in, 41
pilot phase (deployment), 87
privacy options, 178-179
searches, 166
searching, 41
Socialtext wikis, 177
types, 40

communities.enabled attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 206

communities.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 206

communities.ssl.enabled
attribute (connectionsConfig.
py script), 206

communities.ssl.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 206

Communities widget, 45, 192
CommunitiesListService.filter

ListById(List list, String filter)
Communities, 229

CommunitiesListService.filter
ListByName(List list, String
filter) Communities, 228

CommunitiesListService.filter
ListByType(List list, String
filter) Communities, 229

CommunitiesService.add
MembersToCommunity
(communityName,
memberRole), 227

CommunitiesService.create
Community(communityName,
ownerName), 228

CommunitiesService.fetchAll
Comm() Communities
administrative command, 228

CommunitiesService.fetch
CommByMember(String
email) Communities, 228

CommunitiesService.fetch
CommByName(String name)
Communities, 228

CommunitiesService.remove
ReferencesByUri(community
Name, referenceURIs), 227

CommunitiesService.remove
TagsFromCommunity
(communityName,
tagNames), 227

CommunitiesService.update
AllMemberIds() Communities
administrative command, 228

CommunitiesService.update
CommunityDescription
(communityName), 227

CommunitiesService.update
CommunityName(community
Name, newName), 227

CommunitiesService.update
MemberId(“[email]”)
Communities
administrative, 228

completing activities, 183
complex mapping, 142
components, widgets, 319-321
configuration

IBM HTTP server, 157-159
LDAP, 121
network configuration, 118
WebSphere, federated

repositories, 131-132
configuration files, 203

Activities configuration file
editable attributes, 

210-211
management, 211-212
modifying common

properties, 209-211
scheduler, 212

Blogs configuration file,
modifying common
properties, 221-222
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check in/check out, 203-205
common properties,

modifying, 205-206, 209
Communities

configuration file
modifying common

properties, 213-214
trusted feeds, 214-216

Dogear configuration file,
modifying common
properties, 219-221

Home Page configuration file,
modifying common
properties, 218-219

Profiles configuration file,
modifying common
properties, 216

Confluence, integrating with, 75
Confluence wikis, enabling

communities, 177
connectionsConfig.py script,

editable attributes, 206-209
consoles, 197-198

Blogs administrative 
console, 201

Home Page administrative
console, 199

ISC, Lotus Quickr Services
integration, 260

WAS administrative console,
198-199

web-based consoles, 197-201
wsadmin console, metrics,

232-238
contact information, Profiles, 

29, 141
Contact Information section

(profiles), 170
content

Communities, 40
from external plug-ins,

Activities, 34
content classification, defining

personal categories, 10
content filters, service enablers

(SOA architecture), 72
content sharing, experts, 164-166

copying activities, 183-184
creation elements, Activity, 296
culture

changes, 114-115
organizational cultures, 11-14

assumptions, 14-15, 18
enablers, 17
values, 15-18

custom API programs, 100
custom applications, 

integration, 275
custom data, Profiles, 141

adding, 143-144
custom data extensions, 

Profiles, 30
custom entry types, creating

activities, 182
custom integration, integration

with other applications, 101
custom widgets, uploading, 

313-314

D
Dashboard (Activities), 179
data extensions, Profiles, 30
data integration

defining, 120-123
Lotus Connections, 121
Profiles, 31

data load perspective, 
Profiles, 141

data mapping, Profiles, 140-145
data model, Profiles, 140-142
data sources

identifying, 139-140
Profiles, 122

data stores, Profiles
loading, 145-147
manually loading, 147-152

data synchronization job 
owners, 119

data validation, Profiles, 143
database administrator 

accounts, 118
database install utilities, staging,

133-134

database servers, 95
creating, 132-136

Database SQL scripts, 134-136
database users accounts, 118
Database Wizard, 133-135
databases

file assets, 140
relational databases, 54-58

day in the life (DITL), 84
DB2

installation, 133
relational databases, Tier 3,

55-56
definitions, widgets, 316-317
degrees, 103

SNA, 104
deleting activities, 223-224
deployment, options for

basic clustered 
deployment, 98

small standalone 
deployment, 96

typical standalone
deployment, 96-97

virtualized environments, 99
deployment architecture,

defining, 93-94
deployment environments, 26-27

defining, 95-96
Deployment Manager, 95
deployment planning, 80

approaches, 80-81
pilot phase, 80, 83

Activities, 86
Blogs feature, 86
communications planning,

89-91
Communities, 87
defining deployment

architecture, 93-94
defining deployment

environments, 95-96
Dogear, 87
general considerations for

Lotus Connections, 
84-85

governance planning, 
87-89
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Home Page feature, 85
integration planning, 

99-101
Profiles, 85-86
training planning, 91-92
use-cases for

collaboration, 83-84
vision phase, 80-81

defining social networking
goals and measures, 
81-82

pilot groups, 82-83
descriptionSummary.size

attribute (Communities
configuration file), 214

designating administrative users,
pilot version, 126-127

directories
shared services, 24
Tier 3, back-end data

services, 47-50
discussion forums

communities, 175
topics, managing, 229

DITL (day in the life), 84
Dogear, 41, 164, 184

administration, metrics, 235
administrative 

commands, 232
API, 288-289

bookmark creation, 
290-291

bookmarks, 42
browsing, 186-187
managing, 188
notifications, 187-188
posting, 185-186
watchlists, 187-188

configuration files, 203
modifying common

properties, 219-221
external features, 23
favicon storage, 78
feeds, creating, 43
flagging broken links, 43
implementation, advocate and

SME activities, 109
notification, 43

parameters, 288-289
pilot phase (deployment), 87
searching, 43
social bookmarks, adding 

to, 166
unnecessary links, 

deleting, 232
viewing person cards, 43
watchlists, 42

dogear.enabled attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

dogear.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

dogear.ssl.enabled attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

dogear.ssl.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

Dogear widget, 45, 192
Dojo, incorporating widgets,

322-325
domain name settings, LTPA

security configuration, 260
dynamic communications,

internal social networking, 9

E
Eclipse-based plug-ins, hosting,

307-312
editable attributes

Activities configuration file,
210-211

Blogs configuration file, 
221-222

Communities configuration
file, 213-214

connectionsConfig.py file,
206-209

Dogear configuration file,
219-221

Home Page configuration file,
218-219

Profiles configuration 
file, 216

editing
blog entries, Blogs API, 286
profiles, 173

editors, Activities, 33
Electronic Communications

policy, 88
email

activities, adding, 182
communities, sending to, 177
etiquette, 89

email items, Activities API
(creating), 300-302

Email parameter (Dogear), 288
enablers

culture change, examples,
114-115

organizational cultures, 
14, 17

end-users, loyalty, 7
entries

blogs, 190
posting with Blogs feature, 36

entry templates, Activities, 34
entry types, Activities, 33-34
environments

deployment environments,
26-27

defining, 95-96
preparing, 117-123

espoused values, organizational
culture, 13

etiquette, email, 89
Everyone role, 199
Everyone settings (WAS

administrative console), 198
Examples of Attribute Mapping

listing (5.2), 143
Examples of collect_photos.in

File listing (5.6), 151
Examples of Field Validation

listing (5.3), 143
Examples of

profiles_extensions.properties
Files listing (5.4), 144

Examples of
profiles_tdi.properties
Settings for the Initial Load
listing (5.5), 148
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executing user load scripts,
Profiles, 149-150

expertise, 9
experts, 164-166
Explorer (Windows), integration,

195, 245-248
exporting activities, 224-225
extending Communities, 178
external features

Activities, 24
Blogs, 23
Communities, 23
Dogear, 23
Home Page, 24
Lotus Connections, 22
Profiles, 23

F
Facebook, 4
favicon storage, 78
feature security mappings, WAS

administrative console, 
198-199

featured blogs, Blogs feature
home page, 38

features
clustering, 160-162
installing, 312

federated repositories,
WebSphere, 131-132

federated searches, Home Page
feature, 45

feed readers
client access via, 100
integration, 195

feedback, pilot phase
(deployment), 85

feeds, 26
Blogs feature, 37
Communities, 40, 176
Communities API, 304-305
creating with Dogear, 43
Lotus Connections, 22
trusted feeds, creating, 

214-216
fetching communities, 228-229

field length validation entries,
Profiles, 143

field validation, Profiles, 143
fields, Profiles (mapping), 149
file assets, 140
file entries, Activities, 33
file paths, application file paths

(identifying), 119-120
File System, Tier 3, 58
file uploads, Blogs feature, 37
files

activities, adding, 183
jar files, 308

filtering activities returned 
lists, 224

finding expertise, 9
fix packs, installing WebSphere,

130-131
fixes

interim fixes, installing, 
155-157

TDI, installing, 137-138
flagged content, Blogs feature

administration, 39
flagging

broken links, Dogear, 43
content, Blogs feature, 37

Flickr, 4
folksonomy, 10
follow-up campaigns, 90
forums, Communities, 40
Friendster, 4
front-end web tier (Tier 1), 64-65
full-text index, 70
full-text searches, 69
fullReportsToChainCache.

ceouid attibute (Profiles
configuration file), 217

fullReportsToChainCache.
enabled attibute (Profiles
configuration file), 217

fullReportsToChainCache.
refreshInterval attibute
(Profiles configuration 
file), 218

fullReportsToChainCache.
refreshTime attibute (Profiles
configuration file), 217

fullReportsToChainCache.size
attibute (Profiles configuration
file), 217

fullReportsToChainCache.
startDelay attibute (Profiles
configuration file), 218

G
global search, Home Page, 

192, 231
globally unique identifiers, Tier 3

(back-end data services), 51-54
globally unique identifiers

(GUIDs), LDAP, 53
goals for social networking,

deployment, 81-82
governance

pilot phase (deployment), 
87-89

self-governance, 88
guidelines, Social Computing

guidelines, 88

H
HA deployment, Tier 2

(Application and service 
tier), 63

hardware, requirements for Lotus
Connections, 77

hCards, service enablers (SOA
architecture), 70-72

headers, Profiles, 29
Home Page, 164, 191

Administration, metrics, 235
administrative 

commands, 231
API, 280

information searches, 
281-282

installed features, 280-281
configuration file, modifying

common properties, 
218-219

configuration files, 203
external features, 24
global search, 192, 231
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members, managing, 231
widgets

adding, 191-192
managing, 312-314

Home Page administrative
console, 199

Home Page administrators,
defining, 160

Home Page feature, 43
administration, 46
federated searches, 45
pilot phase (deployment), 85
widgets, 44-45

Home Page search, 
configuring, 160

home pages, Blogs feature, 38
homepage.enabled attribute

(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

homepage.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

homepage.ssl.enabled attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

homepage.ssl.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

HomepageCellConfig.addTask
(taskName, taskInterval,
taskStartBy,
connectionsServices), 219

HomepageCellConfig.deleteTask
(taskName) Home Page
administrative command, 219

HomepageCellConfig.listTasks()
Home Page administrative
command, 219

HomepageCellConfig.setSeedlist
PageSize(pageSize) Home
Page administrative, 219

HomepagePersonService.update
AllMemberIds() Home Page
administrative, 231

HomepagePersonService.update
MemberId(emailAddress)
Home Page, 231

HomepageSearchService.
deleteIndex() Home Page
administrative command, 231

HomepageSearchService.index
Now(featuresToIndex) Home
Page administrative, 231

HomepageSearchService.refresh
Tasks()Home Page
administrative command, 231

hosting Eclipse-based plug-ins,
307-312

HTTP server, configuring, 
157-159

human nature, 14

I
IBM, organizational culture, 12
IBM HTTP Server, 95

configuring, 157-159
IBM HTTP Server and

WebSphere Plug-in, installing,
129-130

IBM Lotus Connections Multi-
Service Portlet 2.0.1 for
WebSphere Portal 6.1,
integration, 270-275

IBM product native application
integration, 244

IBM Solutions Catalog, 244
implementation, 106

advocate activities, 107-109
culture change, 114-115
learning from, 115-116
monitoring key metrics, 110

adoption activity metrics,
110-111

organizational 
benefits, 113

perceived value metrics,
111-112

SME activities, 107-109
implementation campaigns, 90
importing activities, 224-225
in-bound connections, SNA, 105
inappropriate content, removing,

226-227, 230

indexes, full-text indexes, 70
indexingTask.enabled attribute

(Communities configuration
file), 214

indexingTask.enabled attibute
(Profiles configuration 
file), 217

indexingTask.startDelay attribute
(Communities configuration
file), 214

indexingTask.startDelay 
attibute (Profiles configuration
file), 217

indexingTask.taskInterval
attribute (Communities
configuration file), 214

indexingTask.taskInterval
attibute (Profiles configuration
file), 217

individuals, value of internal
social networking, 9-11

information management, pilot
phase (deployment), 85

information searches, Home
Page API, 281-282

Install Wizard, 152
installation log files,

validating, 155
running, 152-155
WebSphere ports, 

capturing, 155
installation

DB2, 133
features, 312
interim fixes, 155-157
Lotus Connections, 117

application file path
identification, 119-120

authentication, 123
base product installation,

128-132
data integration, 121
operating environment

preparation, 117-123
operating system

accounts, 118-119
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pilot version, 123-128
product installation, 

152-160
TDI, 137-139

fixes, 137-138
solutions package, 

138-139
WebSphere, 128

Application Server, 129
federated repositories,

131-132
fix packs, 130-131
IBM HTTP Server and

WebSphere Plug-in,
129-130

network deployment 
for clustered
configurations, 129

profiles, 131
installation log files, 

validating, 155
installed features, Home Page

API, 280-281
instant messages, adding

activities, 183
Integrated Solutions Console

(ISC), 260
integrating

Communities, 41
with Confluence, 75
with Lotus Quickr, 76
with Socialtext, 75
with WebSphere Portal, 75

integration, 243
API service-level 

integration, 244
application plug-in

integration, 244
custom applications, 275
IBM Lotus Connections

Multi-Service Portlet 2.0.1
for WebSphere Portal 6.1,
270-275

IBM product native
application integration, 244

IBM Solutions Catalog, 244

Lotus Notes, 245-250
Lotus Quickr Services, 

259-268
Lotus Sametime, 252-259
Microsoft Office, 245-248
Microsoft Outlook, 250-252
with supporting systems,

shared services, 25
third-party applications, 

244, 275
Windows Explorer, 245-248

integration planning,
deployment, 99-101

Integration servers, 96
Interactive mode (Update

Installer), 156
interest in social networking, 19
interfaces

administration interfaces,
197-198

web-based interfaces,
198-201

API, 277-278
Activities API, 295-302
Atom Publishing 

Protocol, 278
authentication, 278-279
Blogs API, 282-286
Communities API, 

302-305
Dogear API, 288-291
Home Page API, 280-282
Lotus Connections access,

279-280
Profiles API, 291-294
REST (Representational

State Transfer) API, 
277-278

interim fixes, installing, 155-157
internal social networking,

importance to organizations, 6
business environment, 6-8
value to individuals, 9-11
value to organizations, 8-9

ISC (Integrated Solutions
Console), Lotus Quickr
Services (integration), 260

iWidget, 319-325
widgets

including JavaScript, 322
incorporating Dojo, 

322-325

J
jar files, 308

plug-ins, 309
JavaScript, incorporating

widgets, 322
JavaScript transformation

functions, Profiles, 142
JMX administration utilities, 201

wsadmin client, 201-203
JNDI resource pools, 54
job information, Profiles, 140
jobs.30MinStats.scheduler

attribute (Activities
configuration file), 210

jobs.30MinStats.trigger.cron
Expression attribute (Activities
configuration file), 210

jobs.AutoComplete.auto
CompletionPeriod attribute
(Activities configuration 
file), 210

jobs.AutoComplete.
prenotification attribute
(Activities configuration 
file), 210

jobs.AutoComplete.scheduler
attribute (Activities
configuration file), 210

jobs.AutoComplete.trigger.
cronExpression attribute
(Activities configuration 
file), 210

jobs.DailyStats.scheduler
attribute (Activities
configuration file), 210

jobs.DailyStats.trigger.
cronExpression attribute
(Activities configuration 
file), 210

jobs.DatabaseRuntimeStats.
scheduler attribute (Activities
configuration file), 210
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jobs.DatabaseRuntimeStats.
trigger.cronExpression attribute
(Activities configuration 
file), 211

jobs.TrashAutoPurge.days
Retention attribute (Activities
configuration file), 211

jobs.TrashAutoPurge.scheduler
attribute (Activities
configuration file), 211

jobs.TrashAutoPurge.trigger.
cronExpression attribute
(Activities configuration 
file), 211

joining communities, 173-175

K
knowledge and truth,

assumptions, 14

L
large-scale deployment, Tier 2

(Application and service tier),
63-64

latest entries, Blogs feature home
page, 38

launching wsadmin client, 
201-203

layout, widgets, 317-318
LDAP (Lightweight Directory

Access Protocol)
configuring, 121
data, 139-140
globally unique identifiers, 52
GUIDs (globally unique

identifiers), 53
operating system accounts

and, 99
secure access, 121-122

LDAP servers, 96
LinkedIn, 4
links

broken links, flagging with
Dogear, 43

deleting, Dogear, 232
navigation bar, adding, 241
Profiles, 30

LinkService.deleteLinkByPerson
URL(emailAddress, URL)
Dogear administrative, 232

LinkService.deleteLinkByUID
(bookmarkUID) Dogear
administrative command, 232

linkThresholds.maxInclude.
popularLinks attribute (Dogear
configuation file), 220

linkThresholds.sinceWhen.
inboxLinks attribute (Dogear
configuation file), 220

linkThresholds.sinceWhen.
popularLinks attribute (Dogear
configuation file), 220

ListService.filterActivitiesBy
Name(inList, toMatch)
Activities administrative, 224

lived values, organizational
culture, 13

loading
data stores, Profiles, 145-152
photographs, Profiles, 

150-151
localScheduler.enabled attribute

(Activities configuration 
file), 211

logos, navigation bar (updating),
239-240

lookup tables, 151
Profiles, 141

Lotus Connections, 21
Activities. See Activities
API, 277-278

access, 279-280
Activities API, 295-302
Atom Publishing Protocol,

278
authentication, 278-279
Blogs API, 282-286
Communities API, 

302-305
Dogear API, 288-291
Home Page API, 280-282
Profiles API, 291-294
REST, 277-278

Blogs. See Blogs feature
client platforms, 27-28

Communities. See
Communities

configuration
LDAP, 121
network 

configuration, 118
data integration, defining,

120-123
database install utilities,

staging, 133-134
deployment environments,

26-27
Dogear. See Dogear
external features, 22-24
features, clustering, 160-162
feed readers, integration, 195
feeds and API, 22, 26
installation, 117

application file path
identification, 119-120

authentication, 123
base product installation,

128-132
data integration, 121
operating environment

preparation, 117-123
operating system

accounts, 118-119
pilot version, 123-128
product installation, 

152-160
integration, 243

API service-level
integration, 244

application plug-in
integration, 244

custom applications, 275
IBM Lotus Connections

Multi-Service Portlet
2.0.1 for, 270-275

IBM product native
application integration,
244

IBM Solutions Catalog,
244

Lotus Notes, 245-250
Lotus Quickr Services,

259-268
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Lotus Sametime, 252-259
Microsoft Office, 245-248
Microsoft Outlook, 

250-252
third-party application

integration, 244
third-party

applications, 275
Windows Explorer, 

245-248
Lotus Notes, integration, 193
Lotus Sametime, 

integration, 194
Microsoft Office, 

integration, 195
Microsoft Outlook,

integration, 195
plug-ins, 307

Eclipse-based, 307-312
Profiles. See Profiles
RDBMS servers, creating,

132-136
security integration, defining,

120-123
shared services, 22-25
versions, 28
widgets, 307

iWidget, 319-325
managing, 312-318

Windows Explorer,
integration, 195

Lotus Connections
Configuration, configuration
files, 203

Lotus Connections services,
integration planning
(deployment), 100-101

Lotus Domino, admin client, 263
Lotus Notes

activities, emails, 182
integration, 193, 245-250

Lotus Quickr
activities, files, 183
Communities, extending, 178
integrating with, 76

Lotus Quickr Services,
integration, 259-268

Lotus Sametime, 25
activities, instant 

messages, 183
integration, 194, 252-259

Lotus Sametime Advanced,
extending Communities, 178

LotusConnections-config.xml
file, modifying, 158-159

loyalty, end-user loyalty, 7
LTPA security configuration,

domain name settings, 260

M
manager identities, Profiles, 145
managing

blogs, 189
bookmarks, 188

manually loading Profiles data
stores, 147-152

mapping Profiles fields, 149
mashups, 25
McGregor, Douglas, 14
measurements, 110. See also

metrics
SNA, 103
of social networking,

deployment, 81-82
media files, Profiles, 141
member data, Activities

(administrative commands),
222-223

members
communities, removing, 

227-228
Home Page, managing, 231

Members link 
(Communities), 175

MemberService.fetchMemberBy
Email(java.lang.String mail)
Activities, 223

MemberService.fetchMemberBy
Id(java.lang.String id)
Activities administrative, 223

MemberService.fetchMemberBy
Name(java.lang.String name)
Activities, 223

MemberService.fetchMembers
(java.lang.String filter)
Activities administrative, 223

MemberService.syncAllMember
ExtIds()Activities
administrative command, 223

MemberService.syncMember
ExtId(key) Activities
administrative command, 223

MemberService.updateMember
(java.util.Hashtable pb)
Activities administrative, 223

MemberService.updateMember
ExtId(java.lang.String oldId,
java.lang.String, 223

memory cache, managing
Profiles, 230-231

metrics
accessing, 238
Activities, 236
Blogs, 232
Communities, 234
Home Page, 235
monitoring, 110

adoption activity metrics,
110-111

organizational 
benefits, 113

perceived value metrics,
111-112

Profiles, 232
Microsoft Office, integration,

195, 245-248
Microsoft Outlook

activities, email, 182
integration, 195, 250-252

Microsoft Windows Service
accounts, 118

miniReportsToChainCache.
enabled attibute (Profiles
configuration file), 217

miniReportsToChainCache.
refreshInterval attibute
(Profiles configuration 
file), 217

miniReportsToChainCache.
refreshTime attibute (Profiles
configuration file), 217
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miniReportsToChainCache.size
attibute (Profiles configuration
file), 217

miniReportsToChainCache.start
Delay attibute (Profiles
configuration file), 217

moderated communities, 40
monitoring key metrics, 110

adoption activity metrics,
110-111

organizational benefits, 113
perceived value metrics, 

111-112
most recommended, Blogs

feature home page, 38
My Bookmarks list, 188
My Links widget, 172
“my network,” 2

N
nature of human nature, 14
nature of knowledge and 

truth, 14
navigation, shared services, 24
navigation bar

customizing, 239-241
links, adding, 241
logo, updating, 239-240

network configuration, 118
network deployment for

clustered configurations
(WebSphere), installing, 129

network parameter (Dogear), 288
networking, 2
networks, social networks, 2-3
nonshared content storage, space

requirements for Lotus
Connections, 77

notifications
Blogs feature, 37
bookmarks, 187-188
Dogear, 43
service enablers, SOA

architecture, 70
shared services, 24

null mapping, 142

O
objectStore.id attribute

(Activities configuration 
file), 211

objectStore.maxConcurrent
Downloads attribute (Activities
configuration file), 211

Office (Microsoft), integration,
195, 245-248

online training materials, 92
openness, versus privacy, 15-16
operating environments,

preparing, 117-123
operating system accounts

LDAP, 99
Lotus Connections

installation, 118-119
optional creation elements,

Activities, 297
Oracle, relational databases 

(Tier 3), 56-57
organizational cultures, 11-14

assumptions, 14-15, 18
behaviors, 17
enablers, 17
values, 15-18

organizationalStructure.enabled
attibute (Profiles configuration
file), 217

organizations, internal social
networking, 6

business environment, 6-8
value to individuals, 9-11
value to organizations, 8-9

orkut, 4
other user information, 

Profiles, 141
outbound connections, SNA, 104
Outlook (Microsoft), integration,

250-252
Lotus Connections,

integration, 195
owners, Activities, 33

P
pagingSupport.community.

Members.pageSize attribute
(Communities configuration
file), 214

pagingSupport.community
RecentUpdates.pageSize
attribute (Communities
configuration, 214

pagingSupport.defaultPageSize
attribute (Communities
configuration file), 214

parameters
Dogear, 288-289
Profiles, 293

participating in Communities, 41
perceived value metrics, 111-112
person cards

service enablers, SOA
architecture, 70-72

viewing with Dogear, 43
Person role, 199
personal categories, defining for

content classification, 10
personal network analysis

(PNA), 115
personTag.enabled attribute

(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

personTag.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

personTag.ssl.enabled attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

personTag.ssl.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

personThresholds.maxInclude.
activePerson attribute (Dogear
configuation file), 221

personThresholds.minCount.
activePerson attribute (Dogear
configuation file), 221

personThresholds.sinceWhen.
activePerson attribute (Dogear
configuation file), 221
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photographs, Profiles (loading
into), 150-151

pilot deployment, Tier 2
(Application and service tier),
61-62

pilot groups, choosing for
deployment, 82-83

pilot phase (deployment), 80, 83
Activities, 86
Blogs feature, 86
communications, 89-91
Communities, 87
considerations for Lotus

Connections, 84-85
defining deployment

architecture, 93-94
defining deployment

environments, 95-96
Dogear, 87
governance, 87-89
Home Page feature, 85
integration planning, 99-101
Profiles, 85-86
training, 91-92
use-cases for collaboration,

83-84
pilot version (Lotus

Connections)
administrative users,

designating, 126-127
installation, 123-128
product version, upgrading to,

127-128
user information files,

creating, 123-125
planning deployment. See

deployment planning
platform requirements, 76-77
plug-ins, 307

client access via, 100
content from external plug-

ins, 34
Eclipse-based plug-ins,

hosting, 307-312
jar files, 309
Lotus Notes, integration, 

245-250

Lotus Quickr Services,
integration, 259-268

Lotus Sametime, integration,
252-259

Microsoft Office, integration,
245-248

Microsoft Outlook,
integration, 250-252

site.xml, 310
update site, 308
Windows Explorer,

integration, 245-248
Plug-ins Setup Wizard, 246-247
PNA (personal network

analysis), 115
policies, Electronic

Communications policy, 88
Population Wizard

advantages, 145
data stores, loading, 145-147
limitations, 146
preparing, 146
running, 146-147

portlets, client access via, 100
post-pilot value survey, 112
posting

bookmarks, 185-186
comments, Blogs feature, 36
entries, Blogs feature, 36

preassessments, SNA, 105
presentation tier (SOA), REST

APIs, 67-68
primary storage, File System

(tier 3), 58
prioritizing activities, 183
privacy options, Communities,

178-179
privacy versus openness, 15-16
private communities, 40
product install paths, identifying,

119-120
product installation, 152-160
production version (Lotus

Connections), upgrading to,
127-128

profile tags, Profiles API
retrieving, 292
updating, 293-294

profile types, Profiles, 30
Profiles, 28-29, 136, 163, 168,

170-172
About Me and Background

fields, 30
About Me section, 171
Administration, metrics, 232
administrative commands,

230-231
API, 291-292

profile tag retrieval, 292
profile tag updates, 

293-294
assistant identities, 145
attribute mapping, 142
Background section, 171
business cards, 30-31, 170
colleagues, 30
configuration files, 203

modifying common
properties, 216

contact information, 29
Contact Information 

section, 170
custom data, adding, 143-144
customizing, 172-173
data integration, 31
data load perspective, 141
data mapping, 140-145
data model, 140-142
data sources, 122

identifying, 139-140
data stores

loading, 145-147
manually loading, 

147-152
data validation, 143
editing, 173
experts, searching for, 164
external features, 23
fields, mapping, 149
headers, 29
implementation, advocate and

SME activities, 108
inappropriate content,

removing, 230
JavaScript transformation

functions, 142
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links, 30
manager identities, 145
memory cache, managing,

230-231
parameters, 293
photographs, loading into,

150-151
pilot phase (deployment), 

85-86
Population Wizard, 145-147
profile types and custom data

extensions, 30
profiles, 170-172

About Me section, 171
Background section, 171
Contact Information

section, 170
customizing, 172-173
editing, 173
Recent Posts section, 171
searching, 168
widgets, 172

profiles_tdi.properties file,
setting, 148-149

Recent Posts section, 171
report-to-chains,

creating, 150
reporting structure, 30
searching, 31, 168
supplemental data, 

loading, 150
tags, 30
TDI

installing, 137-139
manual loads, 149

user load scripts, executing,
149-150

WebSphere, installing, 131
widgets, 172

administration, 315-318
My Links widget, 172
Recent Collegues 

widget, 172
Report to Chain 

widget, 172
Tags widget, 172

profiles-config.xml, checking
out, 315-316

profiles.enabled attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

profiles.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 207

Profiles Population Wizard, 134
profiles.ssl.enabled attribute

(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 208

profiles.ssl.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 208

profiles_tdi.properties file,
setting, 148-149

Profiles widget, 45, 192
ProfilesService.deletePhoto(user

_email_addr) Profiles
administrative command, 230

ProfilesService.disableFullRepor
tsToCache()Profiles
administrative command, 231

ProfilesService.disableMini
ReportsToCache()Profiles
administrative command, 231

ProfilesService.enableFullReport
sToCache(startDelay, interval,
schedTime) Profiles, 231

ProfilesService.enableMini
ReportsToCache(startDelay,
interval, scheduledTime), 230

ProfilesService.reloadFull
ReportsToCache()Profiles
administrative command, 231

ProfilesService.reloadMini
ReportsToCache()Profiles
administrative command, 231

ProfilesService.update
Description(user_email_addr,
“new content for about me, 230

ProfilesService.update
Experience(user_email_addr,
“new content for background”),
230

properties, modifying common
configuration file properties,
205-206, 209

proxies, Tier 1 (front-end web
tier), 64

public activities, 180
public communities, 40
purging activities, 225

R
rating blog entries and

comments, 190
RDBMS (relational database

management system) servers,
creating, 132-136

Reader role, 199
readers, Activities, 33
rebranding Lotus Connections

(service enablers), 73-75
Recent Collegues widget, 172
Recent Posts section 

(profiles), 171
recommendations, Blogs feature,

36-38
related activities, Activities, 34
relational databases, Tier 3

back-end data services, 54-58
DB2, 55-56
Oracle, 56-57
SQL Server, 57-58

Report to Chain widget, 172
report-to-chains, Profiles, 150
reporting structures, Profiles, 30
required creation elements,

Activities, 296
requirements for Lotus

Connections, 76-77
REST (Representational State

Transfer) APIs, 277-278
REST APIs, presentation tier

(SOA), 67-68
retrieving

activities, 223-224
profile tags, 292
Profiles API, 292

returned lists, filtering 
activities, 224

rich text editing, Blogs 
feature, 37

roles, 199
running

Install Wizard, 152-155
Population Wizard, 146-147
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S
sametimeLinks.anonymous

Login.enabled attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 208

sametimeLinks.enabled attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 208

sametimeLinks.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 208

sametimeLinks.ssl.enabled
attribute (connectionsConfig.py
script), 208

sametimeLinks.ssl.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 208

Sample User Information File
listing (5.1), 124

scheduler (Activities), 212
administrative 

commands, 226
Scheduler.isRunning(java.lang.

String schedulerName)
Activities administrative, 226

Scheduler.listJobs(java.lang.
String schedulerName)
Activities administrative, 226

Scheduler.pauseJob(java.lang.
String schedulerName
java.lang.String jobName), 226

Scheduler.purgeJobs(java.lang.
String schedulerName)
Activities administrative, 226

Scheduler.resumeJob(java.lang.
String schedulerName
java.lang.String jobName), 226

Scheduler.start(java.lang.String
schedulerName) Activities
administrative, 226

Scheduler.stop(java.lang.String
schedulerName) Activities
administrative command, 226

Schein, Dr. Edgar, 11
scripts, loading user load scripts,

149-150
search-admin accounts, 

defining, 160

Search-admin role, 199
search.firstNameSearchEnabled

attibute (Profiles configuration
file), 218

search.maxRowsToReturn
attibute (Profiles configuration
file), 218

search.pageSize attibute (Profiles
configuration file), 218

Search parameter (Dogear), 288
searches

Communities, 166
expert profiles, 164
federated searches, Home

Page feature, 45
full-text searches, 69
global searches, Home Page,

192, 231
Profiles, 168
service enablers, SOA

architecture, 69-70
searching

blogs, Blogs feature, 37
Communities, 41
Dogear, 43
Profiles, 31

searchOperator parameter
(Dogear), 288

secondary storage, File System
(Tier 3), 58

section entries, Activities, 33
secure access, LDAP

(Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol), 121-122

secure communication, service
enablers (SOA architecture), 68

security
authentication, 123
integration planning

(deployment), 99-100
web security, 123

security integration, defining,
120-123

security managers, 100
security roles, 199
self-governance, 88
servers, 95-96

Service accounts (Microsoft
Windows), 118

service enablers, SOA
architecture, 68

active content filter, 72
Ajax proxies, 72
authentication, 69
bookmarklets, 73
notification, 70
person cards and hCards, 

70-72
rebranding Lotus

Connections, 73-75
searches, 69-70
secure communication, 68

shared content storage, space
requirements for Lotus
Connections, 77

shared services
administration, 25
Ajax proxy, 25
directories, 24
integration with supporting

systems, 25
Lotus Connections, 22
navigation, 24
notification, 24
virus scanning, 25

sharing expertise, 9
Silent mode (Update 

Installer), 156
simple deployment, Tier 2

(Application and service tier),
62-63

Single Sign-On (SSO)
Configuration page, Lotus
Quickr Services, 260-263

single sign-on. See SSO (single
sign-on)

site-wide settings, Blogs 
feature, 38

site.xml, 310
small standalone deployment, 96
SMEs (subject matter experts),

92, 103
implementation activities,

107-109
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SMTP servers, 96
notifications, 70

SNA (Social Network Analysis),
4-5, 101

benefits of, 102
degrees, 104
in-bound connections, 105
measureemnts, 103
outbound connections, 104
preassessments, 105
web-based surveys, 103

SOA architecture, 66-67
common service enablers, 68

active content filter, 72
Ajax proxies, 72
authentication, 69
bookmarklets, 73
notification, 70
person cards and hCards,

70-72
rebranding Lotus

Connections, 73-75
searchers, 69-70
secure communication, 68

presentation tier, REST APIs,
67-68

social bookmarks, 184
browsing, 186-187
Dogear, adding to, 166
managing, 188
notifications, 187-188
posting, 185-186
watchlists, 187-188

Social Computing guidelines, 88
Social Network Analysis (SNA),

4-5, 101
social networking, 1

collaboration and, 2
defining goals, 81-82
internal social networking

business environment, 6-8
importance to

organizations, 6
value to individuals, 9-11
value to organizations, 8-9

social networking software, 3-4
social networks, 2-3
social software, 1

Socialtext, integrating with, 75
Socialtext wikis, enabling

communities, 177
soft launch. See pilot phase

(deployment)
software, social networking

software, 3-4
solutions package, TDI, 138-139
Sort parameter (Dogear), 288
sortOrder parameter 

(Dogear), 289
sourceEmail parameter

(Profiles), 293
sourceKey parameter 

(Profiles), 293
space, requirements for Lotus

Connections, 77
SQL Server, relational databases

(tier 3), 57-58
SSL connections, service

enablers (SOA architecture), 68
SSO (single sign-on), 64, 99

Tier 1, front-end web tier, 
64-65

standalone deployment, 96-97
statistics collections

accessing, 238
Activities, 236
Blogs, 232
Communities, 234
Dogear, 235
Home Page, 235
Profiles, 232

statistics.fileName attibute
(Profiles configuration 
file), 218

statistics.filePath attibute
(Profiles configuration file),
218

storage, 77
style.caching.value attribute

(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 208

style.css.url attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 208

style.footer.url attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 208

style.header.url attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 208

style.images.url attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 209

subject matter experts 
(SMEs), 92

supplemental data, loading
Profiles, 150

Surowiecki, James, 16
surveys

post-pilot value survey, 112
SNA, 103

T
tag clouds, Blogs feature home

page, 38
tagging, pilot phase

(deployment), 85
tags

Blogs feature, 36
Profiles, 30

Tags widget, 172
tagThresholds.maxInclude.active

Tags attribute (Dogear
configuation file), 220

tagThresholds.minCount.active
Tags attribute (Dogear
configuation file), 220

tagThresholds.sinceWhen.active
Tags attribute (Dogear
configuation file), 220

targetEmail parameter 
(Profiles), 293

targetKey parameter 
(Profiles), 293

TDI (Tivoli Directory Integrator)
fixes, installing, 137-138
installing, 137-139
Profiles, manual loads, 149
solutions package, 138-139
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templates
Activities, 34, 184
entry templates, 34

Templates tab (Activities), 181
testing deployment

environments, 95
themes

Blogs feature, 37
Blogs feature 

administration, 39
third-party application

integration, 244, 275
third-party extensions, 101
Tier 1, front-end web tier, 64-65
Tier 2, application and service

tier, 59-61
HA deployment topology, 63
large-scale deployment, 

63-64
pilot deployment, 61-62
simple deployment, 62-63

Tier 3, back-end data services
DB2, 55-56
directories, 47-50
File System, 58
globally unique identifiers,

51-54
Oracle, 56-57
primary storage, 58
relational databases, 54-58
secondary storage, 58
SQL Server, 57-58
Tivoli Directory Integrator,

50-51
tiered deployment topology, 47
Tivoli Directory Integrator. 

See TDI
To Do List tab (Activities), 180
to-do items

Activities, 34
creating Activities API, 

298-300
to-do’s, activities, 183
topics, managing discussion

forums, 229
traditional networking, 2
training, planning, 91-92

transformation functions,
Profiles, 142

Trash (Activities), 180
TrashCollectionService.fetch

Trash() Activities
administrative command, 225

TrashCollectionService.purge
Trash(java.util.Vector
trashVector) Activities, 225

TrashCollectionService.undelete
Trash(java.util.Vector
trashVector) Activities, 225

trust, 16
trusted feeds, creating, 214-216
Turned Out Activities, 180
types of Communities, 40

U
understanding campaigns, 90
Update Installer

interim fixes, installing, 
155-157

modes, 156
update sites

Lotus Connections 
plug-ins, 308

selecting, 311
updating

logos, navigation bar, 
239-240

profile tags, Profiles API,
293-294

upgrades, pilot version to
product version, 127-128

uploading custom widgets, 
313-314

url parameter (Dogear), 289
use-cases for collaboration, pilot

phase (deployment), 83-84
user identity information,

Profiles, 140
user information files, creating

(pilot version), 123-125
user load scripts, Profiles

(executing), 149-150
userid parameter (Dogear), 289

V
validation, installation log 

files, 155
value of internal social

networking
to individuals, 9-11
to organizations, 8-9

values
openness versus privacy, 

15-16
organizational culture, 13-18

versions of Lotus 
Connections, 28

viewing person cards, Dogear, 43
viral communication 

campaigns, 91
virtualized environments,

deployment, 99
virus scanning

integration with other
applications, 101

shared services, 25
vision phase (deployment), 

80-81
defining social networking

goals and measures, 81-82
pilot groups, 82-83

W
Waltz, 24
Waltz Profiles Integration 

(WPI), 49
WAS administrative console,

198-199
watchlists

bookmarks, 187-188
Dogear, 42

wci.enabled attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 209

wci.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 209

Web 2.0, social networking
software, 3

web-based administration, 
198-201
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web-based administration
interfaces, 197

web-based surveys, SNA, 103
web browsers, client access 

via, 100
web security, 123
WebSphere

federated repositories,
configuring, 131-132

IBM Lotus Connections
Multi-Service Portlet 2.0.1
for WebSphere Portal 6.1,
270-275

installing, 128
Application Server, 129
fix packs, 130-131
IBM HTTP Server and

WebSphere Plug-in,
129-130

network deployment 
for clustered
configurations, 129

profiles, 131
LTPA keys, importing, 264

WebSphere Application 
Server, 95

WebSphere Application Server
Network Deployment, 95

WebSphere Portal, integrating
with, 75

WebSphere ports, capturing, 155
widgets, 307

Activities, 192
Blogs, 192
Communities, 192
components, 319-321
custom widgets, uploading,

313-314
definitions, 316-317
Dogear, 192
Dojo, incorporating, 322-325
Home Page, adding to, 

191-192
Home Page widgets, 44-45
iWidget, 319-325
JavaScript, 

incorporating, 322
layout, 317-318

managing, 312-318
Profiles, 172, 192

Windows Explorer, integration,
195, 245-248

Windows Service accounts, 118
wisdom of the crowd, 16
wizards

Cluster Installation Wizard,
160-161

Database Wizard, 133-135
Install wizard, 152

running, 152-155
Plug-ins Setup Wizard, 

246-247
Population Wizard, 145-147
Profiles Population 

Wizard, 134
WPI (Waltz Profiles 

Integration), 49
wpi.enabled attribute

(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 209

wpi.href attribute
(connectionsConfig.py 
script), 209

wsadmin client, launching, 
201-203

wsadmin console
Activities, metrics, 236
Blogs, metrics, 232
Communities, metrics, 234
Dogear, metrics, 235
Home Page, metrics, 235
metrics, accessing, 238
Profiles, metrics, 232

wsadmin scripts, 197-198

X-Y-Z
YouTube, 4
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